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Processing

Securing an
 embankment

DustControl®984
Stabilizes surfaces, binds dust and sand

DustControl®984 - an impregnation and binding agent for the consolidation of  finely grai-
ned minerals, dust and loose sands.

Easy to use: thin fluid, ready to use as supplied, DustControl®984 is applied thickly to the
surfaces to be protected by spraying, then dries very quickly to a tough, elastic, practically
invisible product. DustControl®984 binds loose particles, they are immobilised, and even
loose sands and fine gravel are stabilised.

 binds airborne dust from spoil heaps and landfills

 stabilises dunes

 prevents wind transport of loose sand
 protects against erosion   

DustControl®984 is not a hazardous substance, physiologically absolutely harmless, clima-
te-neutral and contains no solvents or other substances critical for the environment.  The
germination and growth of plants is not significantly affected by surfaces treated with
DustControl®984, in many cases it is even facilitated by the substrate stabilised with the
product.

DustControl®984  is a low viscosity product. The binder is dissolved in water and can be
applied with conventional spraying equipment by spraying or atomising. The quantities ap-
plied are naturally dependent on the structure and properties of the substrate and must be
determined by testing.

DustControl® -
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ARCAN Waterproof
ARCAN GmbH Spezialbaustoffe

Kleinniedesheimer Strasse 19
D-67240 Bobenheim-Roxheim
Phone: +49 (0)6239 - 99 78 20
Mail: office@arcan.biz
Web: www.arcan.biz

Nature Self-crosslinking polymerblend
 Aspect Milky, opaque emulsion
 Odour Weak, fruity
 Density Approx. 1,05 g/ml
 Viscosity Approx. 30 - 60 cP
 Cleaning/thinner With water
 Transport and storage Protect from frost
 Shelf life 6 months, originally packed

Properties

These technical information describe the present-day state
of knowledge these product. They should only inform
about the possibilities of application and could not release
the applicator of his commitment to check the possibility to
use the product for the required application. Information
for processing can be found in processing instructions of
our product. Information about safe handling can be found
in our current safety data sheet.
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